


Gemma Mengual is the only swimmer in the world to have 
won four gold medals at a European championship. She is 
considered one of the best synchronized swimmers of all 
time and a world leader in her sport. She competes on the 
Spanish team and is also known by the nickname Mermaid. 
She has won 17 Gold, 18 Silver and 12 Bronze 
medals at the World and European Championships and the 
Olympic Games.



Gemma: the word gemma is originally from Latin, 
and means gemstone in Spanish.

Our Gemma Collection is inspired by these natural 
wonders, which possess many of the virtues of our 
collection: UNIQUENESS, BRIGHTNESS, DURABILITY, 
respect for the ENVIRONMENT, and extraordinary 
BEAUTY.This inspiration is also shared by another 
aquatic marvel: synchronized swimming. And we 
can’t talk about this sport and gemstoneswithout 

Gemma Mengual coming to mind.

The range of colours printed in this catalogue is approximate and for guidance purposes only.



MULTI-AWARD WINNING COMPANY

Exclusively Imported by:



Every gem is different.
Each one is unique.

Special, full of shades.
That is how we conceived

our Gemma Collection.

Each mosaic has unique marbled
and infinite reflections,

ideal for achieving
the ultimate expression of beauty.

Always unique.

PERFECTLY 
IMPERFECT



SHINE OUT
WITH THEIR

OWN LIGHT

Just like a precious stone, our Gemma Collection SHINES in a natural way. Its
gloss finish enhances light and projects reflections that illuminate every corner of
the swimming pool, while also creating a warmer atmosphere.



A GEM
IS FOREVER

And so is a pool that has an
ezarri surface. All our collections
are outstanding in terms of their

DURABILITY, as a result of the quality
of the materials, the most advanced

manufacturing technology and
our own exclusive pannelling

system JointPoint.



STRAIGHT
FROM

NATURE

Just like gems, the ezarri
collections are created and
inspired by NATURE, using 100%
recycled glass. The result of which
are swimming pools that blend
perfectly into any surroundings.

ISO 14001 ISO 14021



EXTRA-
ORDINARILY
BEAUTIFUL

If there is anything that distinguishes a
gem, it is its supreme BEAUTY.

Likewise, our Gemma Collection,
inspired by gems, is outstanding in

terms of its extraordinary shades, its perfect 
finishes and its exquisite color palette.



Garnet



SAND 

TONES
Quartz Joint: 100

Garnet Joint: 130Berilo Joint: 100



Cuprite



GREEN

TONES
Peridot Joint: 100

Cuprite Joint: 130Lace Joint: 130



Celestite



BLUE

TONES
Celestite Joint: 100

Hematite Joint: 130Lapis Joint: 130



Magnet



GREY

TONES
Gibeon Joint: 100

Zircon Joint: 145Joint: 130Magnet



Quartz Joint: 100

Berilo Joint: 100

Garnet Joint: 130

Peridot Joint: 100

Lace Joint: 130

Cuprite Joint: 130



Celestite Joint: 100

Lapis Joint: 130

Hematite Joint: 130

Gibeon Joint: 100

Magnet Joint: 130

Zircon Joint: 145



CONTACT US

sales@europeimports.com.au
1300 EUROPE (387-673)

www.europeimports.com.au


